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	In setting out to produce a book on any given subject, the primary questions to be

	answered are: "What should we write about?" and "Who's going to buy it?".

	These questions are obviously interlinked.





	The subject area of this book is well defined in the title: membrane technology

	and its application to industrial water recycling. There can be little doubt of the

	importance of recycling of water contaminated by industrial activity, and it is

	hoped that the introduction to this book (Chapter 1) sufficiently emphasises this

	point. Stresses imposed on freshwater supplies continue to grow and

	environmental legislation relating to discharges becomes ever more rigorous.

	Given that technologies for water purification are tending to become more

	efficient and generally cost-effective, it is inevitable that recovery and reuse of

	effluent will be more widespread in the future. It is also the case that membrane

	processes play a pivotal role in many reclamation and reuse schemes in industry.

	Their application across all industrial sectors has increased exponentially over

	the last twenty years and there is little sign of this growth abating.





	Since the subject is very extensive the amount of detail is largely determined by

	the target readership, which relates to the second key question. This is rather

	vexing matter, not least because potential readers are well served by a number

	excellent texts on membrane processes and technologies (Table 1) as well as a

	growing number on water reclamation and reuse (Table 2). Neither of these

	tables is comprehensive, and it can always be argued that there is really nothing

	new to write about.
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Nontuberculous Mycobacterial Disease: A Comprehensive Approach to Diagnosis and Management (Respiratory Medicine)Springer, 2018

	This book is a comprehensive and authoritative source on nontuberculous mycobacterial (NTM) pathogens and diseases and their appropriate management, with a focus on lung disease. NTM diseases, especially lung diseases, are increasing in prevalence in the U.S. and internationally with concomitant growing interest in a broad section of the...
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Introduction to Video Search EnginesSpringer, 2008
Video search engines enable users to take advantage of constantly growing video resources like, for example, video on demand, Internet television and YouTube, for a wide variety of applications including entertainment, education and communications.
David Gibbon and Zhu Liu describe the current state of video search engine technology and inform...
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Building Web Services with Java: Making Sense of XML, SOAP, WSDL and UDDIPearson Education, 2001
The Web services approach is the next step in the evolution of distributed computing. Based on open industry standards, Web services enable your software to integrate with partners and clients in a fashion that is loosely coupled, simple, and platform-independent. Building Web Services with Java: Making Sense of XML, SOAP,...
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Composing Software: An Exploration of Functional Programming and Object Composition in JavaScriptIndependent Publishers Group, 2018

	All software design is composition: the act of breaking complex problems down into smaller problems and composing those solutions. Most developers have a limited understanding of compositional techniques. It's time for that to change.In "Composing Software", Eric Elliott shares the fundamentals of composition, including both...
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The Quantum Mechanics of Minds and WorldsOxford University Press, 2001
The book is at its best when it is distinguishing between the various versions of the Everett interpretation, and would certainly be useful to anyone who whishes to pursue Everett's approach.  Barrett wisely separates out what can be reasonably ascribed to Everett, and what work remains to turn Everetts writings into a complete interpretation....
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Microsoft® .NET and SAP (PRO-Developer)Microsoft Press, 2009
Learn how to use familiar Microsoft tools to build enterprise solutions that connect to SAP. Written by Microsoft developers with an in-depth knowledge of SAP systems, this book demonstrates how to use Microsoft Visual Studio(r), Expression(r), SharePoint(r) Products and Technologies, BizTalk(r) Server, SQL Server(r), and other Microsoft tools to...
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